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Sheltered Instruction: Accelerating Student Success
Through a Focus on Language and Peer Interaction
by Ruth Kriteman—Dual Language Education of New Mexico

wrestle with finding the right structures
Earlier this year, in the fall issue of Soleado, we
and combination of words to communicate
re-opened the discussion of the components
their thinking; they must rework their
of sheltered instruction. As teachers, we are
message when their conversation partner
always looking for considerations, strategies,
fails to understand it;
and activities that
they must figure out
support our students
ways to understand
in learning both
messages from
grade-level content
teachers and fellow
as well as the
students even when
language that allows
they don’t recognize
them to understand
all the words uttered;
and discuss their
and they must
learning. Our
make progress at
intentions are always
accelerated rates
good. We want to
in order to keep
do what is best for
up with their
our students, but
English-speaking
it’s hard to break
Individually,
students
have
taken
notes
from
an
counterparts.
patterns of practice,
oral reading of text; now in pairs, they negotiate
especially amidst
and reconstruct the text from their notes.
Pauline Gibbons
the demands of the
famously used the metaphor of language
school year! Perhaps by focusing in on a couple
serving as the window through which
of transformative considerations and practices,
we might provide our students students and teachers look at content.
For competent users of the language, the
with more visible and explicit
Inside this issue...
window is transparent. They are able to
ways to access the academic
The Literacy Squared®
access the content without barriers. But,
language
of
our
content.
Summer Institute: Biliteracy 		
for those less proficient in the language,
Transcending Borders
The two sheltering components the window is frosted; it blocks access to
Growing Language Through
that seem to fit together nicely the content. As a result, Gibbons advises
Science with Game-Based
us to be aware of the language we use and
are a focus on language and
Learning
create opportunities for students to hear
planning for peer interaction.
"TheDictado" and Narrative
and use it, making content comprehensible
Research in second language
Story Writing—Intersecting
and providing the necessary scaffolding
acquisition has painted a very
Instructional Processes
clear picture for us: In order for for linguistic output. In order to do that,
teachers need to identify both content and
students to acquire language,
Boosting Young Children’s
Language and Content Learning: they must have the opportunity language objectives. So, for every, “Students
Project GLAD® ...
will observe and compare properties of
to use that language in
seeds and fruit,” there is also, “Students
meaningful ways. That means
Expanding and Improving
will use comparative language like ‘both’,
that
they
must
speak
and
Bilingual and ESL Teacher
listen to others; they must
Preparation in New Mexico
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;
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The Literacy Squared® Summer Institute:
Biliteracy Transcending Borders
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by Adriana Alvarez and Ofelia Schepers—University of Colorado, Boulder
The 2014 Literacy Squared Summer Institute
Last summer, more than 50 teachers and
administrators from eight different states in the U.S.
packed their bags and headed to Puebla, México
for the unique experience of the Literacy Squared®
Summer Institute. The picturesque and vibrant city of
Puebla soon surrounded the participants and became
the idyllic setting for our weeklong journey. The
institute was designed with the main goals of offering
participants an in-depth
learning experience of the
Literacy Squared® Biliteracy
Framework and first-hand
observations of authentic
methods for Spanish literacy
instruction in México.

biliteracy model. The model expects that the three
fundamental components—Spanish literacy, literacybased ELD, and cross-language connections—are
integrated and coordinated in the delivery of each
literacy lesson. The literacy components begin in
kindergarten and continue through fifth grade.

The institute sessions focused on strengthening
the knowledge and implementation of those three
components. The presentations
explained the components in
depth and embedded the four
core elements—oracy, reading,
writing, and metalanguage—
within each component. Oracy
in the Literacy Squared® model
includes language structures,
vocabulary, and dialogue. It
The institute commenced
is crucial that both Spanish
with an orientation to
and literacy-based ELD
welcome participants and
incorporate these three aspects
highlight the main events
of oracy. Literacy instruction
of the week, which included
Participants engaged in institute activities.
includes reading methods
plenary sessions, smallauthentic
to
the
Spanish
language and recognizes
group breakout sessions, panels, school visits, and
multiple opportunities for reflection and discussions. how English instruction differs from learning to read
English as a first language. Literacy instruction includes
Three days of the week were devoted to the main
an emphasis on writing instruction in both Spanish
components of the Literacy Squared® Biliteracy
and English. Metalanguage, the ability to strategically
Framework: Spanish literacy, literacy-based ELD,
think and talk about language, is encouraged both
and cross-language connections, which included
sessions focused on Literacy Squared® strategies such within and across languages. Metalanguage instruction
as Así Se Dice and Lotta Lara. Two days were invested enables students to be aware of the relationships
between their two languages. In the Literacy Squared®
in the valuable experience of visiting local public
schools to observe a Spanish literacy lesson. The
holistic biliteracy framework, the four core elements are
program included time to debrief with the observed
best taught through the use of integrated methodologies.
teachers, team building activities, cultural events and
sightseeing opportunities.
The Literacy Squared® team presented three strategies
during the institute that incorporated the four core
The Literacy Squared® Biliteracy Framework elements and demonstrated how they can be embedded
Participants engaged in a biliteracy unit in a complementary way. The
strategies, Lotta Lara, “TheDictado,” and Así Se Dice
in presentations
were modeled in lessons and activities that could be
that focused on
transitioned into the classroom.
the theoretical
background
Profound conversations emerged that opened pathways
and pedagogical
approaches of each for meaningful reflections and eye-opening insights
about biliteracy learning and instruction. This
component of the
comprehensive
—continued on page 3—
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texto como base para integrar todos los aspectos
del lenguaje son los pilares didácticos del marco
conceptual de Lecto-escritura al Cuadrado®. Por esta
razón, los participantes reconocieron la alineación
y compatibilidad entre el material curricular de la
SEP y el modelo de Lecto-escritura al Cuadrado®,
ofreciendo una aportación significativa a la
enseñanza bilingüe en los Estados Unidos. Sin duda
alguna, las visitas escolares enriquecieron de una
manera única las experiencias de los participantes al
darles la oportunidad de observar la enseñanza de los
profesores mexicanos y visitar sus salones de clases.

Visitas Escolares: La enseñanza de la lectoescritura en español
Una de las metas principales del Instituto de Lectoescritura al Cuadrado® fue que los participantes
conocieran el plan de estudios de la materia de
español en México
desarrollado por
la Secretaría de
Educación Pública
(SEP), especialmente
enfatizando métodos
auténticos para la
enseñanza de la lectoescritura en español.
Con el propósito de
que los participantes
aprovecharan al
máximo las visitas
Estudiantes de
la Escuela Miguel
escolares, el primer
Hidalgo en
día del instituto
Puebla, México
se enfocó en el
contenido y la base
conceptual del material curricular de la SEP. De esta
manera, al visitar los salones de clases en donde se
observarían las lecciones, los participantes tendrían el
conocimiento necesario para percibir mejor la lección y
los métodos de enseñanza observados en acción.

Una valiosa experiencia de aprendizaje que
trasciende fronteras
El intenso programa del instituto aportó
innumerables experiencias de aprendizaje para
los participantes. El compañerismo y conexiones
profesionales que surgieron entre los
participantes fueron evidentes a cada
momento, en particular en nuestra
celebración de despedida en la que los
intercambios de correos electrónicos
y afectuosos abrazos
indicaban el
comienzo de nuevas
y cordiales amistades.
Así mismo, las
profundas reflexiones
de desarrollo y
aprendizaje por parte
de los participantes
indicaron la
disposición y
entusiasmo con
los cuales planean llevar y compartir sus nuevos
conocimientos en sus escuelas en los Estados Unidos.
Nuestro anhelo es que a raíz de esta experiencia los
participantes integren métodos auténticos y adapten
el material curricular de la SEP con el fin de elevar la
calidad de la enseñanza del español para sus alumnos
bilingües en Estados Unidos.

Esta parte del instituto contó con la presencia de dos
invitados especiales, el Director Rudy Reyes Reyes y
la Maestra Irene Ruíz Orozco, quienes compartieron
sus experiencias en el sistema escolar mexicano. Cabe
destacar que la presentación de la Maestra Irene
cautivó al público, ya que habló de la alfabetización
inicial y de estrategias auténticas para la enseñanza
del español que utiliza en su salón de clases. El
uso de métodos auténticos para la enseñanza de la
lecto-escritura en español y la noción de utilizar el

El Instituto de Lecto-escritura al Cuadrado logró
pasos importantes de manera exitosa para que las
valiosas lecciones de nuestros vecinos mexicanos
trasciendan fronteras y abran nuevas puertas de
aprendizaje, siempre con el propósito de beneficiar
la educación de nuestros estudiantes bilingües.
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exchange and sharing of thoughts and ideas between
participants became a key interaction that facilitated
the learning experiences throughout the week. One
teacher noted, “This was a rejuvenating shot in the arm
for me. I am eager to implement even more aspects
of Literacy Squared® into my classroom.” Others
responded to the classroom visits, stating, “... What an
amazing experience, seeing the teachers and students
in action,” and “For me the experience at the schools
and in the classroom was the most impactful. It was so
helpful to ... have the opportunity to dialogue with the
teachers about their methodologies and practices.”

Promising practices...

—continued from page 2—

For more information, visit http://literacysquared.org.
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Growing Language Through Science With Game-Based Learning

4

by Judy Reinhartz, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus—The University of Texas at El Paso
Introduction
Learning science is a tall order for students who
come to school with different language backgrounds
and varying levels of proficiency in English, posing
a challenge for both teachers and students alike. To
complicate matters more, science has a demanding
academic language of its own, including multisyllabic
words that are hard to pronounce, complex
definitions to understand and remember, and
visuals that are often difficult to comprehend. In my
upcoming book, Growing Language Through Science:
Strategies that Work, my goal is to engage K-5 teachers
in purposeful instructional experiences that link
science and language to effective classroom practice.
These strategies have been field-tested over many
years in monolingual, dual language, and bilingual
science classrooms, including university courses.
The strategies serve to connect the evolving social,
cultural, and linguistic landscapes of elementary
schools to language-rich science classrooms, thus
making a smoother transition for English language
learners to learn science.
According to Laura Sharp (2012), educational games
produce unexpected science and language learning
outcomes. Games are powerful, non-traditional
education tools to get students to play, when in reality
they are learning at the same time. Embedded in
gaming strategies are opportunities for students to
make choices, take risks, investigate, and learn by
doing to build science and language knowledge and
skills. Games provide frequent feedback, customized
practice, and achievable goals that boost students’
resilience to use language in science settings
(Varlas, 2014). An added benefit is that games are
portable; they can be played anywhere, in and out of
classrooms, and they can be taken home and shared
with family members.
Let the Games Begin
More than fillers, games can play a substantial role
in promoting science and language. When writing
science objectives, it is essential to write language
objectives at the same time. For students to be
successful game players and developers, teachers
should consider the students’ levels of science and
language knowledge and skills. For example, when

participating in games that require students to state
“claims” based on scientific “evidence,” sentence
frames, such as “I believe or think that ____________
will influence __________ because ___________,”
should be written into the language objectives. These
frames, along with the structures and vocabulary to
complete them, offer students scaffolds to support
them in expressing their ideas with sound science
information, and they can be differentiated for
students’ language proficiency levels. For other games,
namely concentration or matching type games, it is
important to model a response when a match is made.
“I turned over the card energy and I matched it with a
picture of kids running with a kite.”
Games support students in articulating their ideas
in ways that demonstrate that they know the
science. Science games also encourage students to
use meaningful communicative language (Chen,
I-Jung, 2005). To ensure success, teachers need to be
cognizant of a game’s level of difficulty and students’
language proficiency levels, and students should
understand the game rules. Teachers should (a) model
how to play the game and use sentence frames, (b)
highlight the appropriate science content recorded on
anchor charts and other resources, (c) give concise
directions orally and in writing, (d) select games that
students know, and (e) consider putting students in
pairs initially to support each other.
One type of game can involve sorting or classifying
a collection of objects, such as rocks, leaves, balls,
etc. Students usually have had experience in putting
objects into different groups. An alternative exercise
focuses on dichotomously grouping objects—a twoby-two classifying system. The figure below provides
an example of the first step in dividing objects into
two piles
based on size.
Objects to be divided into
Teachers model
piles based on a property—for
example, size (large or small)
by saying, “I
divided these
objects into two
Small
Large
piles, using the
objects
objects
property of size,
large and small.”

—continued on page 5—
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In the next round of the game, “I divided each pile
into two more piles based on (property of) color—
light and dark,” and the game continues until each
object is in its own pile, so that students can recite
the properties of the object: “I have a ____ that is
small, light, and smooth.”

The same game can be used to help students
become acquainted with their science textbook
or a nonfiction science book (e.g., Oceans, by S.
Simon). Below is a sample of “Science Textbook
Literature Scavenger Hunt” questions that can be
used to acquaint students with books.

What are your

Where can you find What does the

Seeking information games, also called
favorite parts of
another book with illustration on page
the book? List them. the same ________? ____ mean to you?
guessing games, usually include one student
who has the science information and a
Matching information games involve students
partner who has to guess what the information is
matching objects to pictures or descriptions. After
by asking yes or no questions. The “Backs Have
a lesson on clouds, younger students—or students
It” game is one example. The guesser faces away
newer to the language of instruction—are given
from a partner who has a laminated card on a
an envelope with cards that have cloud names
string hanging from his/her back. The teacher
and other cards that have pictures of these clouds
models questioning structures that elicit yes or no
(http://www.weatherwizkids.com). Older students
responses and focus on content being studied, such
receive a set of cards with written descriptions of
as, “Does it live on land?” “Does it live where it is
different clouds and match them up with weather
cold?” “Warm?” “Is it pink?” “Green?” “Does it get
that is associated with the specific cloud types.
its own food?” The partner
They shuffle and randomly arrange the cards face
knows what is on the card and
down. Students work in pairs or small groups
responds, “yes” or “no” to the
and alternate turning over two cards at a time to
questions. The game is over
determine if there is a match. When the matches
when the guesser says, “Is the
are completed successfully, a winner is declared.
picture of a blue flower?”

Looking for information games provides yet another
mode to seek, give, and/or listen for information.
When playing “Can You Find [library, cafeteria,
main office] in Your School?” students are given a
sheet with a grid that asks for specific information.
The game involves students circulating around
the classroom or building, asking and answering
questions, and collaborating with classmates and
adults. Signatures are required to verify that students
found the requested information.
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Students can be game makers as well as players.
According to Allen (2008), when students
create games and play them, they double their
learning time with science. Bingo is one example.
Teachers provide students with blank bingo cards
containing nine spaces, and the students draw or
write science information randomly in the spaces.
Students also draw or write the same information
on blank index cards that are then placed in a bag.
As a class review, students are given the filled-in
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A similar game is charades. One student in the group
picks a card that has science information on it. Using
nonverbal communication skills, he/she tries to get
the rest of the students to determine what is on the
card. For example: the card has a winter scene so
the student begins to shiver, rubbing his/her hands
together, making snowballs, etc. The first group that
correctly identifies what is on the card wins a point
for that round, and the group with the most points at
the end wins the game. Helpful scaffolds for language
learners might include posted word banks of science
terms or peer interaction through partners/teams of
mixed language proficiencies.

Promising practices...

—continued from page 4—

Here, a student works on making a game.
—continued on page 13—
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Intersecting Instructional Processes

by Katie Sward, Reverie de Escobedo, and Laura Caravaca Teruel—
César Chávez Community School, Santa Fe, New Mexico
About a year ago, our second grade team was
struggling to squeeze many instructional goals into
an impossibly limited time frame. In a spontaneous
moment, we decided to combine our Dictado and
our narrative writing lessons, accidentally discovering
what we now consider one of our best instructional
strategies. There has been plenty of refining since that
first attempt. What we have nicknamed the “Dictado
Plus” requires more planning and instructional time
than a traditional Dictado, but more of our students
seem engaged and successful. It also allows us to meet
many Common Core expectations.

difference: the text is also designed to be the middle
of a narrative story. This takes a little creativity, but as
you’ll see, kids can make the most delightful story out
of a seemingly lackluster midsection. Here’s an example
of a workable Dictado in English.
Suddenly, Jane began to feel uneasy. She saw a faint
shadow moving slowly through the trees. “Who are
you?” she whispered softly.

This Dictado has many teaching points: words
with long vowel patterns, the “ly” adverbial ending,
quotation marks, and several examples of “nuanced”
vocabulary (uneasy, faint). It would also be relatively
easy for students to imagine
what happened before this
moment and what could
happen afterwards.

The Dictado is a strategy
more commonly found in
Spanish-speaking countries.
However, Kathy Escamilla
and the Literacy Squared®
The full “Dictado Plus”
team have adapted it for
sequence, including dictation
a U.S. bilingual context,
routines and narrative writing
making it an effective
instruction, spans 6-10
instructional tool for dual
instructional days in a flexible
language classrooms. Their
format that alternates the two
adaptation, “TheDictado,”
activities. How many days to
is typically designed to
spend on each activity depends
address instructional needs
upon the needs and skills of
identified in student writing.
the students.
Once
teacher
and
students
have
finished
the
It includes several teaching
first
“talk-through”
of
the
Dictado,
work
on
points related to spelling,
the narrative story can begin.
We begin by designing the
punctuation, grammar/syntax,
Dictado text, considering
cross-language transfer, etc.
student
needs
as
well
as
grade-level
expectations.
The teacher dictates one or more sentences that
Often,
there
is
a
formal
spelling
“rule”
(e.g., “un
students write, in phrases of three to four words at
diptongo ocurre cuando se juntan dos vocales en una
a time. When finished, the teacher scribes a correct
misma sílaba”) that is a teaching point, along with
copy of the full Dictado while reviewing teaching
frequently misspelled words, such as sight words in
points and allowing students to correct any errors.
English or challenges in Spanish, like silent “h”, “b/v,” or
Students increase competence as the process is
“c/s/z.” We also consider grammar and other linguistic
repeated over 3 to 5 days; the final dictation can be
structures. As punctuation sometimes differs in the two
used as an assessment. For more information about
“TheDictado,” see Biliteracy from the Start—Literacy languages, we might include dialogue or questions.
Squared in Action (K. Escamilla et al., 2013).
Making sure to use certain verb tenses allows students
In our customized version, the Dictado is interwoven to be exposed to and perhaps transfer the form into
with narrative writing instruction, typically spanning their own future language use. Manuel caminaba por
el parque cuando llegó su mejor amigo Daniel not only
a two-week time frame. The teaching points are
similar to a traditional Dictado with one key
—continued on page 7—
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presents the written form of these past verb tenses,
but also broaches the subject of an ongoing action
in the past being intersected by a one-time action,
each with a different feeling to it. English speakers
learning Spanish can begin to grasp this linguistic
difference, while Spanish speakers increase
metalinguistic awareness of their native language.
To set the stage for the narrative writing extensions,
it is important to choose an event that students can
build upon, since we will ask students to create and
craft their own logically sequenced, interesting tale.
After the first dictation has been scribed on chart
paper, we start the narrative writing process, using
a Thinking Maps® graphic organizer to sequence
the events into a cohesive story. Repetition of the
original dictated practice is guided by the needs
of the students, with the final dictation occurring
at the end of the two-week period. The following
gives a detailed snapshot of a narrative writing
instructional sequence in Spanish. It is guided by
the second grade rubric from the Thinking Maps®
“Write from the Beginning” program.
¿Qué pasó antes?
Tras realizar el Dictado (la primera vez) en el grupo
grande decidimos qué palabras escogemos para
representar en nuestro mapa esta parte de la historia
que siempre será el medio.
Luego, los niños regresan a sus grupos para trabajar
en sus mapas donde cada niño tiene un color para
escribir (de esta manera podemos comprobar la
participación de todos).

Step 1: Initial Dictado
• Dictate, then scribe on chart paper.
Step 2: What happened before?
(Initial Narrative Writing)
• Graphic Organizer: Summarize Dictado action.
• Small groups brainstorm possible action prior to Dictado.
• Regroup, share, vote, add to class graphic organizer.
• Add complete sentence(s) to chart paper, above Dictado.
Step 3: What happened after?
• Small groups brainstorm possible action happening
after Dictado.
• Regroup, share, vote, add to class graphic organizer.
• Add complete sentence(s) to chart paper, below Dictado.
Step 4: Dictado practice (repeat Step 1)*
Step 5: Introduction: Who did what, when, and
where?
• Small groups brainstorm possible opening sentence.
• Regroup, share, vote, and write.
Step 6: Conclusion: lesson learned, feeling, or
opinion
• Small groups brainstorm possible closing sentence.
• Regroup, share, vote, and write.
Step 7: Title
• Follow the same process.
Step 8: Final Dictado Assessment
*Include additional days of Dictado practice as needed.
**Beginning-of-year narrative could be just “before
and after.”

Después, volvemos a nuestros grupos para decidir y
completar en nuestro mapa lo que creemos que pasó antes.
Se repite el proceso para compartir nuestras ideas (cada
grupo tendrá una persona responsable de presentar a los
compañeros su idea y que irá variando durante los días
para asegurarnos la participación de todos).
Tras eso, hacemos una votación para elegir aquella idea
que nos gusta más y que creemos que se ajusta mejor a
nuestra historia. Añadimos esta idea a nuestro mapa de
clase antes de comenzar a escribir.
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En este momento, les preguntamos a los niños de
qué manera podemos escribir, pidiendo que nos
digan oraciones completas y animándoles a que usen
adjetivos y palabras de transición.
Al comenzar a trabajar esta estrategia se necesitará
más intervención del maestro para que los niños
comprendan mejor qué se espera de ellos. Queremos
incorporar nuevo vocabulario que, en el transcurso
del año escolar, ellos mismos reutilizarán para nuevas
historias cada vez de manera más independiente.

Soleado—Winter 2014

Regresamos de nuevo al grupo grande y leemos
el texto todos juntos. Pensamos y comentamos
con un compañero cercano-¿Qué ocurrió antes?Compartimos algunas ideas y la profesora modela con
más preguntas-¿Cómo llegaron hasta allí? ¿Qué pudo
hacer que ocurriera esto?- etc.

“Dictado Plus” Step by Step

Promising practices...

—continued from page 6—

Una vez hemos elaborado las oraciones, leemos
nuestra historia para finalizar el día.
—continued on page 14—
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Boosting Young Children’s Language and Content Learning:
Project GLAD® Through an Early Childhood Lens

8

by Laurie Magill—Cien Aguas International School and
Kathy Waldman—Project GLAD® Key Trainer
The implementation of Guided Language Acquisition We will share six instructional strategies which
Design (Project GLAD®) strategies with an early
highlight the shifts in our practice to an early
childhood perspective in her 90:10 dual language
childhood perspective on Project GLAD® and serve
classroom has resulted in students learning and using to illustrate why young language learners thrive in
the target language much more rapidly than before,
this environment. Note that these strategies are done
according to Laurie Magill, Cien Aguas International in whole group and can be useful for some children
School kindergarten teacher.
through early second grade.
The more she implements these
strategies, the more progress she
Morning Message. Morning
observes in her students’ language
Message is one strategy that is
acquisition. The authors attended
only found in early childhood or
weeklong Preschool GLAD™
Preschool GLAD™. The teacher
trainings in Orange County,
pre-writes a short note to the
California, and have applied what
class that will serve to anchor
they learned to kindergarten
the day. It typically follows a
settings, emphasizing rich oral
frame—for example, “Hello,
language development for younger
The morning message helps
children. Today we are going to
kindergartners anticipate the
language learners.
____________________.” A picture
day’s lessons.
is added to the message, and then it
Like Project GLAD®, Preschool GLAD™—or early
may be placed near the classroom door where students
childhood Project GLAD® in this context—makes
can read it with their parents. Later, the teacher reads
academic vocabulary accessible through various
it to the whole class during morning meeting. In
developmentally appropriate instructional strategies
Laurie’s classroom, the messages are clipped together
employed in thematic settings. Each kindergartner
and placed in the reading center, where they provide a
in Laurie’s 90:10 class is at a different level of
review of the week for the students.
understanding on a
continuum of Spanish
Picture Dictionary.
language proficiency,
The Picture Dictionary
but each is able to access
consists of a sketch of a
the information at their
vocabulary word (usually
own level because of
a noun) introduced with
visuals (sketches and
interactive spelling. The
photographs), repetitive
picture is pre-sketched
language and the cadence
lightly on large white
of oral language chants
paper, and the teacher
and songs, and familiar
traces over it in marker in
story structures. The
front of the children while
majority of this work
A Picture Dictionary for a unit on “Living Things” “talking through” what she
takes place in large or
after children have colored it in
is sketching. For an English
small group settings
vocabulary word, she writes the first letter of the
with increased scaffolding to meet the needs of the
word in red to highlight the beginning sound. The
younger students. These early childhood language
rest of the letters are added one at a time in black.
learners reap the benefits of an emphasis on oral,
The class learns a gesture to associate with the word,
rather than written, language development, with
increased opportunities for group oral repetition and and the word with the gesture becomes the signal for
exposure to a variety of oral language skills practiced transitions that day. Words stay on the wall during the
entire unit.
in context.
—continued on page 9—
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In Laurie’s dual language class, the article (el, la, los,
las) is always included as part of a Spanish vocabulary
word so that it is learned in
conjunction with the
noun. Because of the syllabic
nature of Spanish, as Laurie
writes the word in front
of the children she uses
a different color for each
syllable. To be consistent
across the Spanish words,
she always uses green for the
first syllable.

Brown Bear, Brown Bear (Bill Martin, Jr. and Eric
Carle, 1967) and The Important Book (Margaret
Wise Brown, 1949) are
suggested structures to use
for writing these texts.

Pictorial Input Chart
(PIC). Each Pictorial Input
Chart depicts one concept
for the unit, such as a polar
bear in Laurie’s “Living
Things” unit. The bear’s
body parts are drawn and
labeled on the chart, as are
its habitat, diet, and mode
A photo of the vocabulary
A Pictorial Input Chart for “el bosque” after children of locomotion, each colorword is added to the sketch
have added their own sketches and coloring
coded as to its category.
after the spelling of the
The teacher lightly pencils
word, then the children practice saying the word
in the chart ahead of time and traces it in front of
together “to the ceiling,” “to the floor,” “to the door,”
the class. On the second day, the sketch is revisited
“to the window,” etc.
and labeled as photographs are added. The third day,
these pictures are handed to students who add them
Songs and Chants. Songs and chants emphasize
to the chart as the teacher reviews it. Typically on
the rhythm, rhyme, and repetition of language and
the last day, the information from the PIC is added
provide opportunities for the children to practice
to the Process Grid, which, when complete, will
vocabulary orally in comprehensible ways. This allows
display one row of information from each PIC in
for brain imprinting of important concepts. The teacher
the unit. Later on, the PIC becomes a center where
writes the chant on large paper and places it on the
children color and add their own sketches.
wall for her own visual reference. In contrast to Project
GLAD®, early childhood Project GLAD® Chants do not
Process Grid. To
necessarily become part of the children’s
complete the Process
reading and writing instruction.
Grid, the teacher asks

Promising practices...

—continued from page 8—

the students what
they remember from
a particular Pictorial
Input Chart. For
example, during a unit

In contrast to Project GLAD®, there
Paired “turnwill probably be multiple Big Books per unit.
and-talks”
Preschool GLAD™ or early childhood Project
give students
GLAD® Big Book pages are not numbered, so
opportunities to
that each page can stand alone. This allows
orally practice
young learners to share and manipulate the
vocabulary in
context.
pages as they “read” them together later in small
groups. The patterned language of books such as

DLeNM
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Big Books. In early childhood Project
GLAD® Big Books, key vocabulary is
used in new contexts that introduce
facts in a developmentally appropriate
manner. Repeating sentence frames
(e.g., “In spring we see . . .”) encourage
children to use the new vocabulary as
they orally “read” the text. Each page
is restricted to one new fact and one or
two photographs about the topic.

—continued on page 15—

9

—continued from page 1—

will communicate the connections they have made
and even co-write the final report.

Promising practices...

While it may seem that the added layers of teaching
and practice will add too much time to the lesson(s),
the benefit to those students learning academic
English will be immeasurable. Even those students
with strong language skills will benefit from the
additional interaction by developing important
interpersonal, collaborative skills so prized by
employers across the globe.
High-leverage skills needed in our increasingly
globalized economy focus primarily on employees’
ability to listen, speak and write complex and abstract
concepts, and to collaborate in solving complex
problems with co-workers (Zwiers and Crawford,
2011). Given the diversity of students populating our
classrooms, the need to intentionally teach these skills
is increasing.

Sentence frames support students’ use of
academic language across content areas.

Soleado—Winter 2014

‘while seeds ______, fruit _______’, ‘_________ and
_________ are similar in the way they __________;
but are different in the way they __________.”
Likewise, for every, “Students will identify the cause
and effect of the French and Indian War;” there is a
companion, “Students will understand and use such
phrases as: ‘As a consequence …,’ ‘Therefore, … ,’
‘____________ contributed to ________,’ or, ‘One
cause of __________ was _______; while another
was ___________.’”
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One way to accomplish this focus on language is to
choose three to five target academic language skills
needed to meet performance or product goals, and
weave them into content learning goals (Zwiers,
2014). So, while students are focused on the goal of
learning how to analyze a literary text, specifically,
character motivation and traits in A Raisin in the
Sun, they are also intentionally being taught how
to write a report that connects the play’s scenes
and dialogues to universal themes across history
and literature. This does not mean only that the
assignment is given—you will write a report that
connects scenes and dialogues to universal themes—
it means that the teacher will intentionally teach
the organization of the report as well as connective
words and phrases like ‘likewise’, ‘as an illustration’,
and ‘for instance’. Then, students can be assigned
group or partner work during which time they are
able to plan and negotiate with classmates how they

Much research has been done by ethnographers
highlighting the very different ways that communities
socialize their children in the use of language. Some
ways align nicely with the ways we ask students
to use language in school: many students come to
school having already practiced (at least at the level
of incoming kindergarten students) how to describe
a past event or how to justify the purchase of a muchanticipated toy. Students already familiar with a range
of language functions, such as describing, justifying,
persuading, explaining, and comparing, need only
the chance to practice with more academic topics and
increasingly complex language. But, those with little
practice in the use of academic language functions
need well structured and meaningful opportunities to
engage in more academic conversations.
Rarely does just seating students around tables or
arranging desks into team pods lead to the actual
academic talk students need to practice. Instead, they
continue the short response, informal talk that can
happen in the cafeteria or school hallways. In order
for students to get to formal academic conversations,
the tasks given them must be structured in such a way
as to require that talk. Here are some ways to create
that context:

9 Instructions are given with built-in redundancy.

In other words, instructions are given in various
ways, including restating the task and modeling or

DLeNM
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showcasing products that meet the requirements.
In this way, students will understand more clearly
what it means to “make observations” or “explain
your thinking.”

9 Talk is necessary, not just encouraged, to

complete the task. Gibbons refers to teachers
purposefully facilitating an “information gap” in
which different students, as members of a group or
in a pair, hold different or incomplete information
so that the only way the task can be completed is
if information is shared. Students may be required
to write a report on an event for which one pair
of students receive information highlighting one
perspective and another
pair receives a different
perspective. The pairing
requires that the
perspective is discussed
and understood by
each member of the
pair before it is shared
and discussed with
those holding the other
perspective on the event.

Skills, in which a social skill, such as cooperation
or teamwork, is identified and discussed with
the students. Students are then asked to pinpoint
exactly what the identified social skill looks like
and sounds like. Each positive statement is added
to a t-graph with what might be seen—heads
together, materials shared, all members busy;
and what might be heard—inside voices, talk
about the work, words and phrases like, “good
idea” or “Let’s also …” Team points are awarded
when such behaviors are seen and heard during
teamwork. Other teachers use teamwork norms
and roles that help students to regulate their
behavior and ensure more productive talk.
When it has already been established that certain
students will be in
charge of various tasks
toward the completion
of the assignment,
then time and energy
are freed up.

in face-to-face interactions. Many adults find it
difficult to engage in paired or group work and
prefer “just doing it all myself ” because of the
challenges of negotiating the work, valuing other’s
perspective and collaborating on the outcome.
Likewise, students are often unsure of how to
engage productively with their classmates. Project
GLAD® makes great use of the T-Graph for Social

In the spring edition of Soleado, we will focus our
our attention on a variety of ways to access prior
knowledge and create shared knowledge. By using
real items, picture files and hands-on activities we
can focus the content, provide comprehensible
input and motivation for comprehensible output!

DLeNM
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Of the eight
components of
sheltered instruction
identified by DLeNM
and outlined in
9 The task is
the Fall Soleado, a
meaningful. Students
focus on language
A Truman Middle School student explains
learn much from
is perhaps the
mathematics homework to a friend during lunch.
authentic talk with
most obscure. As
a purpose. Some
proficient speakers of the language of instruction,
teachers tie topics of study to real world purposes.
teachers often look right through that window to
Discussions around the realities of those onboard
the complexities of the content to which we have
the Susan Constant on their passage to Virginia
devoted our professional lives. But, with intentional
becomes more powerful when the students need to
consideration of the language that allows us to
plan what items they might pack and the activities
share that content with our students, and interactive
they might consider in a similar situation.
structures that give the students opportunities to
negotiate and practice that language, our classroom
9 Students know how to work in groups. The
will become the best place for students to learn and
more our students interact with technology in
be able to articulate that learning. And, isn’t that
the form of computer/internet activities, video
why we got into teaching in the first place?
games and social media, the less skilled they are

Promising practices...

—continued from page 10—
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Expanding and Improving Bilingual and ESL Teacher
Preparation in New Mexico—The Imperative
by James John Lyons, Esq.—DLeNM Policy Consultant
and Edward Tabet-Cubero—Dual Language Education of New Mexico
teach English language learners, and effectively use student
Because of its history and demographic diversity, New
data. Additionally, principals agree preparation is weakest in
Mexico’s education laws and policies have consistently
the same three areas that teachers identified...
addressed the foundational matters of language
education and development; New Mexico was the first Teachers were surveyed on whether they felt “well”
state to codify bilingualism and biliteracy as goals for or “sufficiently prepared” by their teacher preparation
public education.
program for six aspects of teaching (Manage the
Classroom; Teach Reading; Teach Math; Support
Educational practice, however, has not consistently
Students with Disabilities; Teach ELL Students; Use
matched New Mexico’s aspirations respecting
Student Data). The results show that, of these six tasks,
language education and development. While some
New Mexico’s teachers generally feel least prepared to
students graduate with proficiency in both English
teach ELL students. The LFC report found that few New
and a second language, they are a distinguished
Mexico teacher preparation programs require candidates
but distinct minority. As a group, English language
to take even a single class in how to teach English
learners (ELLs) post the lowest scores on standardized language learners, with elementary teachers more likely
tests and have the lowest high school graduation rates than secondary teachers to complete such a course.
of all demographic groups.
The LFC report did not address teacher or administrator
ELLs have all the needs of other students—some
preparation to implement state bilingual education
are gifted and talented, some have disabilities, and
programs. National data, however, show that more
a disproportionate number of them are poor. They
teachers are prepared to provide English as a Second
are expected to learn all the subjects and to meet the
Language (ESL) instruction than are prepared to provide
same academic standards as native-English-speaking
bilingual instruction, and this appears to be the case
students, while mastering a new language. One would
in New Mexico. According to the 2013 NM Bilingual
think that, due to the complexities of their academic
Multicultural Education Annual Report, “there was a 4%
and linguistic needs, ELLs would be assigned to the
decrease in the number of district schools implementing
best trained and qualified teachers. But such is not the BMEPs, in many cases, due to the lack of highly-qualified
case. Indeed, far too many of these students are taught teacher with bilingual endorsements” (p.9).
by teachers who are professionally unprepared to meet
their instructional needs. According to the National
In order to address this need, State Representative Rick
Council of Teachers of English, fewer than 13% of
Miera and Chief of Staff Regis Pecos, in collaboration
U.S. teachers have received specialized training in the with the New Mexico Coalition for the Majority, have
instruction of ELLs.
drafted a bill that targets funds to increase the number
of bilingual- and TESOL-endorsed teachers in New
In December, 2012, the New Mexico Legislative
Mexico. This “Bilingual/TESOL Teacher Pipleline” bill
Finance Committee (LFC) issued an evaluation of
has three primary components: (1) developing and
“Teacher and Administrator Preparation in New
improving bilingual/TESOL endorsement programs
Mexico.” The report included analyses of student
in New Mexico public colleges of education, (2)
achievement data and teacher longevity and surveys of providing fellowships for current and future educators
current teachers and school administrators about the to earn a bilingual and/or TESOL endorsement, and
effectiveness of programs provided by the state’s six
(3) improving the knowledge and skill base of current
publicly-funded colleges of education.
teachers through the creation of partnerships between
local school districts, public universities, and New
According to the LFC report:
Mexico-based non-profit organizations.
Practitioners and employers [school districts] agree about
recent program completers’ areas of weakness, many of
It is imperative that New Mexico improve and expand
which could be better addressed through coursework.
teacher preparation and staff development in bilingual
According to LFC survey data, teachers report feeling least and ESL instruction. Unless it does so, the state will
prepared to meet the needs of students with disabilities,

continue in its current state of economic stagnation.
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Summary
Games implemented in science have purpose and
relevance. When intentionally scaffolded to support
language learners, games stimulate their interests and
get them thinking. Students become engaged and
confident. They develop strategies and interact with
peers to solve problems. The bottom line in utilizing
game-based strategies is to support and empower
students by giving them a chance to test not only their
science knowledge, but their language skills as well.
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bingo cards and take turns randomly picking the
index cards from the bag. One student pulls a card
out and shows the picture or reads the information to
the others; those who have the match on their cards
cover the spaces with beans. To win, the student
reads the information in the covered spaces on his/
her card. If the winner has difficulty reading, he/she
can ask for a “lifeline” for assistance. In this review,
students are dealing with science information several
times and in different situations, while negotiating
meaning with peers.

Reinhartz, J. (2015). Growing language through science:
Strategies that work. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin
Press.
Sharp, L. A. (2012). Stealth learning: Unexpected
learning opportunities through games. Journal of
Instructional Research, 1, 42-48.
Simon, S. (2006). Oceans. NY: HarperCollins.
Varlas, L. (2014). Game-based learning. (Ed.). ASCD
Express. 9(20). VA: Alexandria.
WeatherWizKids. Clouds. Retrieved from http://www.
weatherwizkids.com/weather-clouds.htm

Growing Language Through Science: Strategies that Work will be released by Corwin Press in April 2015; a companion
website with additional resources will be available to purchasers of the book.

Strong data for even
stronger teaching
Visit us
in booth

• Action Areas™ intervention tool
• Growth Reporting tool
• Scantron® Performance Series® assessments

Language & literacy proficiency
in Spanish

Transforming education: watch video case studies
at imaginelearning.com

Focused Language &
literacy instruction
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Imagine Learning offers focused language
and literacy instruction paired with a dynamic
data portfolio to let you know where students
are—and what you can do to help. Because
when it comes to teaching, knowing where to
focus makes all the difference.

EASY TO IMPLEMENT | USE | MEASURE
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Students work together, using a Thinking Map®
to record ideas about potential story action.

¿Qué ocurrió después?
Leemos nuestro trabajo del día anterior. Después nos
preguntamos- ¿Qué ocurrió después? y seguimos el
mismo proceso pero esta vez compartiendo ideas
sobre qué creemos que ocurrió después del Dictado y
pensando en ideas que tengan sentido en conjunto con
lo que ya creamos el día anterior.

In the end, the students “own” this story, often
coming up with ideas that are completely unexpected.
Moreover, the students become far more interested
in the Dictado text itself and their accuracy seems to
increase. Writing on large chart paper simultaneously
creates a shared reading passage. The stories can be
typed up and sent home for reading practice. Excerpts
can be written on sentence strips, cut apart into words,
and then reconstructed in sequence in a pocket chart.
The amount of dictated practice and/or narrative
writing can be differentiated depending on the needs
of each classroom. It’s fascinating to see how several
classrooms come up with different stories using the
same Dictado. It’s not the only writing instruction you
will ever need, but it is rewarding to see the writing
process come alive for students, in a supportive and
constructive environment, where creativity and peer
collaboration flourish. For us as teachers, that’s a breath
of fresh air.
For more information, please contact
Katie Sward at ksward@sfps.info.

Nuevamente, los estudiantes vuelven a trabajar con sus
equipos en sus mapas.

Soleado—Winter 2014

Compartimos las ideas y votamos aquella que
pensamos que hace nuestra historia más interesante
o divertida. Tras esto, añadimos la idea más popular
a nuestro mapa de clase y trabajamos en la forma de
convertirlo en oraciones completas.
Oración de apertura
Crearemos la oración de apertura que responda a tres
preguntas: ¿Quién sale en la historia? ¿Qué ocurrió?
¿Cuándo y dónde?. Para completar nuestro mapa
utilizaremos una oración completa e interesante que
responda a estas preguntas para comenzar nuestra
historia. Se repite el proceso de trabajar en grupos,
compartir y votar. A veces usamos una combinación
del trabajo de varios equipos para elaborarla.
Oración de cierre
En la oración de cierre tenemos algunas preguntas
que responder para finalizar nuestra historia: ¿Qué
aprendí? ¿Cómo me sentí? ¿Qué pienso sobre esto? En
este caso, sólo debemos contestar a una de ellas. En
historias que no son narraciones personales dejamos
que los personajes sean los que hablen sobre esto, por
ejemplo: ¿Qué aprendió Enrique después de todo lo
que ocurrió? Luego, se repite el proceso en grupos para
decidir cual será la última oración.
El título
Elegimos un título y ponemos la fecha de creación.
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The completed collaborative narrative
story, with the Dictado at its center.
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on transportation, as they review the PIC about the
car, she might ask them to recall whether a car travels
on land, in the air, or on
the water; the names of
the parts of the car; who
drives a car; and how
many passengers it can
carry. She then draws
pictures and labels each
cell of the process grid as
the students recall
the information.

are instant favorites in the kindergarten class library
or during reading workshop.

In summary, Project
GLAD®, with an
early childhood lens
and appropriate
modifications, offers
the classroom teacher
an array of engaging,
developmentally
appropriate strategies
that enrich the oral
language—and the
When completed, the
content learning—of
Process Grid can be
our youngest learners
used to conduct an
in both their first and
assessment and also
second languages.
to make a class book.
The completed Process Grid for a unit on
As one of Laurie’s
transportation: Notice that each item is color coded
Students “walk the
students opined about
so that children can locate information easily.
Process Grid” with the
why he liked the Day
teacher to orally complete
of the Dead Pictorial
a sentence frame. For example, for the Farm Unit,
Input Chart that was just completed in class, these
they might complete the sentence, “A ________
strategies are effective “because we don’t know much
gives us ____________.” After the child completes
about it and then we know lots about it!” As teachers,
the frame orally with the teacher while exploring
we can’t say it any better than that!
the Process Grid, the sentence is written on a large
sheet of paper for the child to illustrate. After all the
For more information on Preschool GLAD™ trainings,
children complete this activity, the pages are stapled
please visit http://www.ocde.us/PreschoolGLAD or
together and become a class book. These class books
contact Christie Baird at cbaird@ocde.us.
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Dual Language Education of New Mexico Offers
Summer 2015 Professional Development Opportunities
Project GLAD® 2nd Annual Summer Institute 2015

The Summer Institute is an exciting follow-up for
teachers who have already attended the Level I
Achievement Inspired Mathematics for Scaﬀolding
Student Success training.

Summer Institute Purpose: To provide a follow-up training
opportunity for Project GLAD® Tier I certified teachers. Note:
Participants must be Project GLAD® Tier I certified to participate.

June 2-3, 2015
Albuquerque, NM

June 9-10, 2015
Hyatt Regency Tamaya,
Santa Ana Pueblo, NM

Come build a year-long plan and develop an AIM4S3™ unit,
expand your understanding of the AIM4S3™ framework, and
increase your own conceptual understanding of fractions, place
value, and operations.

Who should attend? Project GLAD® Tier I certified teachers
seeking further instructional and peer support for their practice.
The institute will provide differentiated opportunities to refresh
and deepen your Project GLAD® instruction.

Times and Cost:
8:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
$135 per participant, meals provided
For more information visit www.AIM4Scubed.dlenm.org

Times and Cost:
8:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
$179 per participant, meals provided
For more information visit www.glad.dlenm.org

DLeNM
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AIM4S3™ Follow-Up Summer Institute
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; Bilingual Education

Emphasizing Multicultural
Settings—22nd Annual BEEMS
Conference: February 5-7, 2015, at

the University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso,
Texas. For more information or to register,
please visit academics.utep.edu/beems.

; California Association for

Bilingual Education—The CABE
Legacy: Making 21st Century
Multilingual Dreams Come
True: March 4-7, 2015, in San Diego,

California. For more information
or to register, please visit www.
bilingualeducation.org/cabe2015.

;

National Association for
Bilingual Education—Achieving
Global Competence: Biliteracy
for All: March 5-7, 2015, in Las Vegas,

Nevada. For more information or to
register, please visit www.nabe.org.

; Massachusetts Association
Editor: Dee McMann
soleado@dlenm.org
© DLeNM 2014
All rights reserved.
Soleado is a quarterly publication
of Dual Language Education of
New Mexico, distributed to DLeNM’s
professional subscribers. It is
protected by U.S. copyright laws.
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requests to soleado@dlenm.org.

for Bilingual Education—
Fourth Annual Southern
New England Regional Dual
Language Conference: March 21,

2015, in Worchester, Massachusetts. The
conference theme is Assessment Across
Two Languages. For more information or
to register, please visit www.massmabe.org.

;

Washington Association for
Bilingual Education—WABE 2015:
ELL@the Core: April 17-18, 2015, in

Kennewick, Washington. For information or
to register, please visit www.wabewa.org.

; Achievement Inspired

Mathematics for Scaffolding
Student Success—AIM4S3™ Summer
Institute: June 2-3, 2015, in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, for teachers already trained in
AIM4S3™. Please contact Lisa Meyer, lisa@
dlenm.org, for more information.

; Guided Language Acquisition

Design—Project GLAD® 2nd
Annual Summer Institute: June 9-10,

2015, at the Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort,
Santa Ana Pueblo, New Mexico, for teachers
already Project GLAD® Tier 1 certified.
Please contact Diana Pinkston-Stewart,
diana@dlenm.org, for more information.

; Inspiring Global Educators—

Professional Development
Institute at La Paz Community
School: June 14-18, 2015, in Flamingo,

Costa Rica. Participants will leave with new
thinking about how to grow lifelong, global
learners prepared for the 21st Century, as
well as best practices to reinvigorate their
teaching. For more information, visit www.
growingglobaleducators.com.

Save the Date!

La Cosecha 2015
Albuquerque, New Mexico
November 4-7, 2015

Soleado is printed by Starline Printing in Albuquerque. Thanks to Danny Trujillo
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